CRYPTO-CURRENCY
2018 EASY START GUIDE
Free coins on page 2 will allow you to get your hands dirty with no cost whatsoever. Fast track
yourself into the world of Crypto-Currency, without parting with your hard earned cash.
This guide was created as a personal project to help promote the use of crypto currency.

The time is now!

CRYPTO-CURRENCY
2018 EASY START GUIDE
You probably didn’t pick up this guide to read all about the history of
the technology, or different problems and solutions and debates within
the crypto community. So I’ve taken the liberty of putting what I
suppose should be the introduction… at the end. We can sift through
the technical stuff later.
For speed and ease of use, I have supplied QR codes for all the major
links. If you don’t know what to do with them, you can click the link text
beneath the code instead. My aim is to get you set up, with some coins
in your wallet within 5 minutes.

With the phenomenon
that is Bitcoin still
causing such a stir, 7
years after its creation,
more and more of the
general population are
beginning to pay
attention to this new
world of Cryptography.
Although many feel that

Let’s jump in!

they have missed out on

HOW TO CLAIM FREE COINS?

the boom, the truth is

This guide will help you start with Bitcoin, Litecoin, DASH, SmartCash
and DogeCoin. More info about each when we get there.

that Crypto Currency is
still in its infancy.

For now, head over to www.CoinPot.co and register.

www.coinpot.co
It only requires a valid email address and takes just a second to
confirm your account. This site is a MicroWallet, and will act as your
coin’s online storage space for the time being. Coins can be deposited
into here, withdrawn from here, and even converted into other coins.
Keep your password close to your chest!
Check your e-mail, verify account, and get ready for step 2.
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Faucets
There are websites that drip feed currency to the community, known as Faucets. Generally, they
require a large about of hoop jumping, and host popups, adverts and Trojan miners before you can
receive a claim so small that you are left wondering if it was worth it. I’ve done my fair share of digging
when it comes to Faucets, and have filtered out what feels like 99% of them.

Bitcoin First
Scan the QR code below to open a Bitcoin Faucet that has none of the problems mentioned previously.
Once there, sign in to the website with your newly registered CoinPot e-mail address. Using your
CoinPot login allows you to begin claiming instantly without needing to set up separate desktop wallets
for each coin. (We will do that later).

www.moonbit.co
Once you’ve logged in, there will be an initial payout waiting for you. Granted it won’t be much, but the
reason why I love this faucet is because unlike others, the amount that you receive goes up with time Whilst you sleep, whilst you work, whilst you eat... Occasionally, whenever you remember, you can
load the website and see a nice collection of Satoshi waiting for you to claim – hassle free. (Just a side
note, I would not recommend running the ‘mining bonus.’ Simply put I don’t think the return is worth the
power consumption. More about mining below.)
You should be proud - You own some Satoshi! (a fraction of a Bitcoin). I know, it’s not that much, but
just hang in there. It’s early days. Now that you’ve signed up for MoonBit, that amount will just keep
increasing and keep rolling in, with practically no effort on your part. Plus, this is only the start.
Next up, we will be getting some free Litecoin, and it instantly feels better because you get so much
more!
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Litecoin
This process is the same as the previous. The QR code below links to another Faucet of the same
design. Use your CoinPot login to get that Faucet dripping.

www.MoonLite.co
Litecoin is my favorite coin so far, as it’s a huge potential coin with tiny transaction fees and it’s still at
an affordable price. I missed the Bitcoin train, but I won’t be missing the Litecoin one. Its price is more
stable with less volatility than bitcoin, which means that its adoption into businesses has been a lot
smoother, and confidence in spending and receiving is higher. The steady increase in value is making
this a decent coin to hold long term, and I believe it will integrate nicely with society, as opposed to
being another anomaly like Bitcoin.
This also means that I’m snatching up all the Litoshi from these Faucets as I can get! I have a feeling
that in the near future the amount that Litecoin Faucets hand out will be decreased to make up for the
surge in this coin’s value.

Dogecoin
Speaking of surging value, here is a coin where a recent faucet decrease has indeed happened across
the board due to its unexpected price rise. The Dogecoin image is based off of an internet meme, and
due to its branding, really has become the crypto-underdog (excuse the pun). Expected to cause a few
laughs before falling flat, this coin has thrived, and given way to a huge, unfolding community in its
path. This quirky coin has introduced me to a new side of Crypto-Currency. Multiple times, the
community has pooled coins together for charitable donations or to aid a common cause.
Another cool thing about Dogecoin… they’re cheap. Like, really cheap. What does this mean?
It means that our next faucet gives them out by the handful. Get your QR scanner ready…
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www.moondoge.co
There’s something satisfying about owning a multitude of coins. Sure, bitcoin is worth over AUD$9,000
at the time of me writing this, but owning 0.001Bitcoin really doesn’t feel as cool as owning
7,200Dogecoin, both approximately $9.00). It also makes those small price bumps a lot larger, if you
can multiply it 7200 times.
Same as before, using CoinPot to login. Start grabbing those Dogecoins.

*UPDATE Dec 2017*
CoinPot has recently added support for a DASH faucet, too!
DASH is Digital Cash. The fees are so small to transfer Dash, that they are sometimes nonexistent.
The currency is Fungible and peer to peer, this is slightly different to Bitcoin, and means that your
purchases and money transfers are completely private and cannot be traced back through the
blockchain. The benefits of using Dash fall more towards the technical side, but what’s important is that
it’s worth a few hundred dollars a piece, is in the top 10 of digital currencies (Source:
CoinMarketCap.com) and you can start claiming yours for free.

www.moondash.co
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Introducing Bitcoin Cash
As of March, 2018 we can also get claiming some Bitcoin Cash. Yes!
Please note that it is important to recognize the difference between the two. Do not send Bitcoin Cash
to a Bitcoin wallet, or vice versa. They are completely different coins. I will give you a run down soon,
but first, get claiming!

www.mooncash.co
So why the confusing name and situation?
Unfortunately, it seems the main reason behind the similar names is to intentionally cause confusion for
the sake of marketing. Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin are very similar, though. Now that Bitcoin is up and
running, it is impossible to edit the coding. A portion of the Bitcoin community who wanted to make
changes to Bitcoin, decided that they would copy the Bitcoin code in its entirety, and make the changes
that they wished to it, before releasing it as a new coin, with the hopes that it would replace Bitcoin as a
new and upgraded version. This divided the community, and instead of taking Bitcoin’s place, it carved
its own space in the Crypto-verse as its own, standalone coin. This process is called a hard-fork, and
actually happens a lot, but the Bitcoin vs Bitcoin Cash situation is probably the most well known.

More Bitcoin!
I’ve added another Bitcoin faucet to this document since the last release. This one also increases with
time at the same rate as MoonBit, so effectively it is doubling the amount of coin you receive with each
claim. This website also supplies you with a bunch of little games if you are a fan of old school
Newgrounds, addictivegames, funnyjunk or some other flash game portal from the nineties to the early
2000s. Just note that you aren’t required to play the games to earn crypto, but you certainly can if you
wish.
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www.bitfun.com

YOU’VE GOT SOME CRYPTO CURRENCY!!!

- NOW WHAT?

Ok, stop the clock! Hopefully no more than 5 minutes have gone by, and you’ve got a web wallet that is
generating you free Bitcoin, Litecoin, DASH and Dogecoin! (Support has just been added for Bitcoin
Cash, though I’m yet to find a decent faucet for this).
You might now be wondering what the hell to do with these things? Well, you don’t need to do anything,
straight away. CoinPot is able to accept payments and to make payments, so if you found something
online you would like to purchase, or simply to send some coins to a friend, you can do this straight
from CoinPot, assuming you reach their minimum amounts. (The minimum amounts are tiny, and can
be reached after only a few claims).
More importantly, though, would be to share this knowledge with the world! I don’t believe Crypto
Currency is a bubble, but rather an investment in our future. Please note I said ‘in’ our future, not ‘for’
our future. What I mean is, although the monetary gains are massive, it’s the technology, the
decentralization, and the people who stand behind it that I believe in most. I don’t believe that Crypto
Currency is a bubble because that implies that once it pops, it will stop being used and that it will simply
go out of fashion.
How can being in control of your money, and taking power away from large corporations and corrupt
banking systems go out of fashion? You don’t need to believe in Communism to see the benefits. Help
spread the use of Crypto Currency by telling your friends and getting them excited about this adventure
into uncharted waters. Maybe even try and drag a few friends with you.
This was the second reason that I have put this guide together. I wanted a way for my friends to get
involved with Crypto Currency without asking them to put hundreds of dollars into what they see to be a
stock market. This trickle of coins is enough to whet an appetite, and then they can decide where to go
from there.
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Once you’ve finished shoving free coins in everyone’s face, you might want to start looking into how to
store them more securely. That’s where wallets come in.

WALLETS
Bitcoin Wallets
There’s a reason we didn’t do this first.
Choosing a wallet isn’t always a quick decision – there are multiple types of wallets for multiple types of
situations. The most secure, and most helpful to the Bitcoin community, is Bitcoin Core Wallet,
downloaded from the official site. Although this might seem like an obvious choice at first, it is a huge
download, that grows forever, as it synchronizes with the Bitcoin ledger (a list of every Bitcoin
transaction ever.) First installation will take most people a few hours, at least.

Most people would recommend the Electrum wallet. It has been around for ages and is trusted in the
community. It is also mentioned on Bitcoin’s official website. This is known as a Desktop wallet. It
creates a key, referred to as your ‘private key’, and stores in a file called ‘wallet.dat’. The key allows you
to access the Bitcoin ledger at the point where your coins are stored. It’s important to note that your
coins aren’t stored within the ‘wallet.dat’ file itself.

Desktop Wallets are generally secure, assuming you remember your passphrases. Generally,
Desktop wallets use passphrases to encrypt the keys. With encryption, the longer the passphrase the
better! This will mean that even if someone gains access to your ‘wallet.dat’ file, they won’t be able to
crack it open and steal your coins. Use ridiculously long phrases, randomly generated if need be, and
write them down and put them in a safe or somewhere secure. Please don’t save them on your
computer.

Mobile Wallets are also available if dealing with small amounts, or if you are planning on actively
using your coins. If keeping key files secured is something that makes you nervous, don’t worry, there
are even easier ways, known as web wallets.

Web Wallets are run in browser, which means no downloads or technical stuff for you to deal with.
You log in, see your coins, do your stuff and log out. The great thing about web wallets is that they can
be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection, so you aren’t going to find yourself caught out
without access to your coins because you left them on a desktop wallet. All you need to do is remember
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your password. This password doesn’t need to be as fancy as a Passphrase for encryption, just a
general use password will do, as the encryption and other security features are implemented by the
hosts of the web wallet.
If using a web wallet, I recommend finding one highly regarded in the community, and/or mentioned on
the main website for Bitcoin, as you don’t want someone running off with your private keys. Despite
another service ‘hosting’ your wallet, you should still have access and control over your private keys, or
you are completely trusting the service with your coins.

Litecoin Wallets
I had previously mentioned that Litecoin was like a cheaper, faster Bitcoin. This is true on a
fundamental level, as they are both based off of the same technology. As such, Litecoin Wallets also
work very similarly to Bitcoin wallets, and so I won’t repeat information. I use Litecoin Core Desktop
Wallet. Below are useful Litecoin links to help you get started.
For general discussions about the coin, and for somewhere to ask questions and find answers, I
recommend the friendly people over at Reddit: www.reddit.com/litecoin
For links on where to buy, trade and spend Litecoin, check out their official website: litecoin.com
For Litecoin’s Core Wallet, go to litecoin.org

Dogecoin Wallets
Dogecoin, despite people’s expectations, also has a bunch of wallets at its disposal.
Links for Desktop, Mobile and Web Wallets can be found on the official site’s homepage.
dogecoin.com

Ledger Nano S Wallets are the most secure way to store your coins. They are a physical
device similar to a USB, fully encrypted, and have a little screen and buttons on them for you to switch
between which wallet you are accessing. They have PIN numbers for access, never expose your
private keys (meaning you can use a public machine without risk of getting your keys or coins stolen)
and have a great security backup feature meaning you can recover your wallets if the device is lost,
broken or stolen. They will set you back a bit with regards to price, but are totally worth it. You can also
buy them with CryptoCurrency, so deflation on your free coins might even buy one of these for you ;)
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WHERE TO BUY CRYPTO COINS
There are a multitude of exchanges, and many new ones are constantly popping up onto the scene.
Please note that many exchanges work differently and some may not be available depending on your
country, as laws on Crypto Currency vary from place to place.

CoinBase
CoinBase is one of the most well-known and respected exchanges and is available worldwide.
Use this QR code or the link below to receive up to a 10% bonus when you spend US$100 or more.

coinbase.com

Some people cringe a little at the name as its costs are sometimes a little higher than other exchanges,
though I have found this to not be entirely accurate. I’ve checked many exchanges and although they
might charge less in fees, their coins are usually more expensive, making the difference in price quite
negligible. Even so, the convenience and ease of use with CoinBase is worth it.
CoinBase was co-created by the founder of Litecoin. It’s fast, it’s simple, it’s globally trusted, and it’s got
a decent mobile app. It’s all-round easy to use. Another reason I chose CoinBase was that a few local
exchanges required me to send of copies of passports and drivers licenses and take photos of myself
holding signs and wait for a phone call so they could ask me questions and blah blah…
CoinBase verified me within minutes, whilst these other exchanges were still deciding whether to give
me an account or not after 3 weeks. Also, CoinBase uses a trading platform called Gdax, which
charges much lower fees. Once you sign up with Coinbase, you gain access to Gdax.

Coinbase is just an all-round good place to start, and is currently trading Bitcoin, Ethereum and
Litecoin, with plans to increase this by two more currencies at the start of 2018, so keep your eyes
peeled for that!
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HOW TO SPEND COINS? – TRANSFERRING COINS TO A WALLET
Spending coins works very much the same as transferring coins from one place to another. If you move
your coins from CoinPot to a Desktop wallet, you have essentially ‘spent’ your CoinPot coins, and your
Desktop wallet has ‘received’ them. It’s a simple process.

All wallets are different but the general layout is the same. There will be a ‘receiving’ tab somewhere,
which sometimes says ‘request payment’. Generally you can create a new address to receive to, or if
you can select a previously made receiving address to send your coins to. Receiving addresses are a
way to organize your payments when you view them in transaction history. All payment addresses will
be within your wallet. Wallet and receiving address are different things. If multiple payments will be
coming in from the same place, there’s no need to create a new receiving address each time. A
receiving address is usually created by default. This will be all we need, for now.

Select the receiving address from the list (usually shown as a string of numbers and letters).
Sometimes a double click opens its information, or as is the case with Smart Wallet, once you’ve
selected the address, buttons appear at the bottom of the screen to allow you to copy address to
clipboard or view the QR code. Just click the copy to clipboard, or manually highlight the address string
(the numbers and letters) and copy.

In CoinPot, you want to request a withdrawal. This will then ask where you would like to withdraw to. In
the box you paste your receiving address. The rest should be self-explanatory.

In the case of payments it’s the same thing. The store will want to know your address so it can verify a
payment coming from you. Copy a receiving address into its text area. Once you’ve done that, you use
the ‘Send’ or ‘Pay’ tab within your wallet, and put in the shop’s wallet address that they will supply you
with. Then you wait for the store to verify your payment.

You should know this all becomes very obvious when you are doing it, and you don’t need to guess,
either. The checkouts will contain the instructions and all the information you need. It’s simpler than a
bank transfer.
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BEST WAY TO ACCEPT PAYMENTS AS A BUSINESS OR
INDIVIDUAL
My absolute favourite way to accept payments in any currency is using a QR Wallet Key Chain.

These work by engraving your public (Receiving only) address so others can scan it and have their
coins redirected to your Wallet. The great thing about this is that you don't need to have your wallet with
you, it can be safe at home. You also don't need an internet connection. Simply let your customer scan
your QR and the money is transferred.
I often use this method when I sell books at book launches or Sci-Fi conventions, etc. It beats lugging a
card reader around (and works out a heck of a lot cheaper!)
You can check these out or grab your own one over at qrkeychains.weebly.com

WHERE TO SPEND CRYPTO COINS
Pay your Bills with Bitcoin - Living Room of Satoshi
As an Australian, I have access to a website called Living Room of Satoshi. This site is brilliant. It
allows me to pay coins directly into my bank account, or to bPay utility bills, car registration, fines or
whatever else, direct from their website. This site accepts multiple coins. Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin
and Ethereum being amongst the selection. No sign up is required. I felt the need to mention this site
first as it seems to be quite unknown, and also as an Aussie I don’t know many other ways to transfer
coins into Dollars. It’s much easier to do that in reverse, at the moment.

Video Games – Steam Platform
If you play video games, then you’ve heard of Steam. They accept Bitcoin.
*UPDATE December 2017* Steam no longer accept Bitcoin due to the high transfer fees, but are open
to suggestions on another Crypto Currency to accept. Litecoin seems to be the likely candidate.
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Keys 4 Coins
Keys for Coins is another site that sell game keys for Crypto Currencies.
www.keys4coins.com

e-books
A partition to get Amazon to accept Bitcoin is currently underway. In the meantime, Moppers
Anonymous is available at www.jbestbooks.com link below. It is a Dystopian Sci-fi set in the near
future, where the streets are crowded and the government is watching. This e-book was published by
me.
There is a QR code on the page link that you can send any amount of Litecoin to in exchange for a
downloadable PDF of this e-book. If you’re yet to make a transaction with Litecoin and want to give it a
go, then why not start there?

CoinMall
CoinMall is another site accepting Crypto for Digital Goods and other services. This includes e-books,
game keys, accounts, currency trading, concert tickets, whatever else. It works like Gumtree or
Craigslist, you can sign up for free and advertise anything you like on this site. It’s still early days but
definitely one worth keeping an eye on, It’s pretty cool.
https://www.coinmall.com/

VPN – TOR guard
If you’re a VPN user, TOR Guard is accepting Litecoin.

Physical Stores - wheretospendcryptocurrency.com
Aptly named, this address is a directory for physical stores to submit their location if they accept crypto
Currency. The stores can be browsed by type of coin as well as category and location.

Online Store Directory
The site below is an official directory of everywhere that accepts Litecoin. It’s quite an extensive list.
https://litecoin.com/services#merchants

EXTRA COINS?
Any investment should be preceded by a plethora of research, and I don’t pretend to be an expert on
the subject or for this to even be taken as advice. Personally however, I do see the potential in a few
coins and would like to mention them here to help spread awareness, even if only a tiny bit, and to shed
a small shard of light onto some great crypto coins that I see having a future.
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SMARTCASH
SmartCash Σ (SMART) is a currently very cheap coin, about AUD$0.08, but it’s not just the entry price
that is enticing. There are some notable features that make this coin really stand out compared to some
of the more well-known. I will list a few:

Smart Rewards
Simply, it's a plan to reward long term users of the coin. To be eligible, you need to have at least 1000
SMART in your wallet and hold it from the 25th of one month to the other. Your wallet will then be
credited a proportion of your amount. The amount will depend on how many new coins are mined into
circulation during that month.

Smart Hive
This is where community comes into play. The best way to describe the hive is to say it is like
Kickstarter, or a crowd funding platform, but the funding comes from the hive. 80% of all coins mined
each month goes into the kitty, and anyone can put forward their ideas and qualifications or reasons,
and others vote whether they should receive money from the hive to carry out those tasks. Mostly they
are about the direction that SMART should take. Being as it’s so early in the coin’s existence, many of
them are about marketing and outreach, but I was quite happy to see that one approved proposal was
designed to distribute roughly 600 meals once a week for a month in Venezuela. They will also be
educating the locals there about the benefits of Crypto-Currency and how they can invest with their
local currency.

Privacy
Bitcoin was thought to be private initially, but it has now been found that transactions can be followed
through the block chain, or ledger, and that each coin is traceable. SmartCash have their own way of
dealing with this. If privacy is your concern, you can have your SMART coins burned, and be reissued
completely new ones, for a minimal Σ Σ fee.

Where and how?
This coin has an official forum as well as an active community on Reddit. Follow this link for more
information. As far as purchasing SMART, at the time of writing, it can be done by trading it for your
Bitcoin, Litecoin or Ethereum. There are currently 3 places that do this. I use www.cryptopia.co.nz You
deposit your Bitcoin into your Cryptopia account, make the switch, then send the SMART back to your
personal desktop wallet.
*UPDATE December 2017* SMARTcash has risen to $0.26 since time of writing. That might not sound
like much, but it’s an increase of over 3x the value. Congratulations to all SMART holders!

MINING
Mining seems to be more of a phase than a profitable venture. There once was a time when people
could churn out what would now be millions of dollars’ worth of Bitcoin overnight, but now the fractions
are so small that the cost to run your computer far outweighs the payoff. This is true for most currencies
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once they have been in circulation for a few years. This is to do with the algorithms behind the
technology, compensating for the increasing speed of computers by making their processes take
longer.

Mining SmartCash
Smartcash, however, is barely a few months old at the time of me writing. Because 80% of the mining
rewards are redirected to the hive, SMART has no miner’s fee. The combination of no fees and the
newness of the coin mean that running mining software of my gaming computer whilst I type this report
is earning me a few coins every 30 minutes or so. At 8 cents each, that’s not too bad, if you ask me.
Hardly going to pay the rent, but certainly leaps and bounds above the ~24cents a week that trying to
mine Bitcoin would have accrued. If the idea of mining sounds too complicated or brings on anxious
thoughts, don’t fret! The next coin doesn’t use mining, it has its own, pretty genius way of distributing
coins…
Mining Smartcash is fairly simple though. There are step by step instructions on their website
(smartcash.cc )
I use ccMiner, and before the program can run, I needed to write this line of code into a bat file. This is
easy. Just copy this line:
ccminer -a keccak -o stratum+tcp://pool-asia.smartcash.cc:3333 -u loginUsername.WorkerName -p
WorkerPassword -i 23
Now paste it into a plain text file. Change ‘loginUsername’ with your hive username. ‘WorkerName’ with
your Workers name, and ‘WorkerPassword’ with the worker’s password.
Once you have made your plain text file, save it as SMART.bat (Not SMART.txt, despite it wanting
you to do that). If you do save as a .txt file, just rename it to .bat
I told you it wasn’t difficult!
The only addition I have made to this code is the -i 23 at the end. This is telling my PC to run the miner
at 23 intensity (maximum is 25). This allows me to stream Netflix, use Photoshop, Microsoft Word, or
whatever, without issue. If you leave that part off of the end of the code, then the computer mines at
100%, and can cause anything beyond web browsing to respond slower than preferable.
Double click the .bat to launch it, and let it go and fetch you money! I also downloaded freeware called
‘Open Hardware Monitor’ which tells me the speed and temperature of my GPU. It’s coming into
summer so just wanted to keep an eye on the overall temperature. Apparently anything below
90degrees(C) is safe, though mine doesn’t exceed 80. This is something that requires independent
research though, of course, as I would hate to misinform you and cause your computer an issue.

STEEM
Not the gaming platform! Steem is a Social Media platform based on Blockchain technology, same as
Bitcoin and Litecoin. The great thing about Steem is that it can’t be mined. It’s coins are distributed to
the users based on how many votes their content has received within the first week of its creation.
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Are you a blogger, social media addict, writer unsure if they should share their work, amateur artist who
fills Instagram with progress pictures, anyone, really. The answer is yes, you are. www.steemit.com is
the place for you. As people view your content, they have the opportunity to give it a thumbs up. These
translate into cash. There are bloggers who are earning their living off of Steem. You don’t need to
promote someone else’s product for affiliation money, or spam your viewers with adverts. Produce
quality content, and other Steem users will dedicate part of the weekly kitty to you. This idea is great.
The mechanics behind how it works are a little complicated and not really that interesting, but the
fundamental point is that readers of genuine content can make sure the content producer is paid, just
by giving it a thumbs up. It costs you nothing to ‘like’ someone else’s articles, either. This approach is in
a way similar to SMART coins ‘hive’ feature.

There is also a mobile app called eSteem that I’ve been using for a few weeks and am pretty happy
with.

SUBSTRATUM
Substratum is a new and bold project that aims to decentralize the web. At the time of writing, it’s in
Beta, which means you certainly have time to get behind this project before it launches itself into space.
The recent issues with the US and net neutrality has brought some positive attention towards
Substratum, but it is still far from being a mainstream solution. I feel that it will quickly become a piece
of tech used widely however as it addresses some major issues the world over.
Substratum is something that you can implement with your web browser to switch between public and
anonymous browsing. This is not like browsing in incognito mode. Browsing through substratum not
only hides your traffic from other users of your machine, but it hides your traffic from the internet service
providers. This means that they cannot sensor or slow down your content, as they cannot see what that
content is. It allows the users to circumnavigate government blocks and big businesses snooping on
your browsing habits. This is especially useful in largely censored countries such as China or North
Korea, as well as being a way to avoid the slowing down of certain sites due to things like the abolition
of net neutrality.
The great thing about this token is that anyone can earn them. With a few simple clicks of a button, you
can set your computer to help others connect to the internet using the power of your own machine, and
be paid in substratum for the trouble. All traffic is encrypted and segmented, keeping it completely
secure and keeping you safe as well as the users of the service.
If you have heard of the TOR network, this works in a similar way.
Here’s a quick intro video for those interested. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlrSTBgl-7s
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SPREADING THE CRYPTO WORD!
There are numerous things you can do to help with the adoption of crypto currency. Just by picking up
this manual you have taken the first, and often the most important step. The initial hurdle can be a hard
one to jump over, though now you are part of this new world, and not just as an observer.

Crypto is still searching for its place in society, thanks to those spreading fear,
uncertainty and doubt. This is causing many to hesitate at the doors to this
new world, unsure if they should enter now, or later, or if perhaps they are too
late and not they shouldn’t worry about it. It’s a little frustrating, but it is to be
expected. Crypto is making a lot of waves in a lot of places. Don’t be fooled,
this is only the beginning of a revolutionary technology, and has much farther
to go yet.

Get excited, find new and upcoming projects, research, tell your friends and
family, spread the word. Those who resist will only get left behind.

Here’s a store that I’ve been using to represent my Crypto Enthusiasm. It’s
often updated with trending coins, but so far I’m quite happy with my astronaut on the moon with a beer
and a stack of Litecoin as a phone cover.
Custom Shirt Guy Crypto and SciFi Store
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REDDIT HAS THE ANSWERS.
It really does. Here are links to the forums for each coin mentioned in this document. People from the
communities will be happy to help you with questions and information, or you might find your answers
by simply scrolling through the current topics in discussion.
Bitcoin:
Bitcoin Beginners
Bitcoin General Discussion
Bitcoin Markets

Litecoin:
Litecoin General Discussion
Litecoin Mining
Litecoin Markets

Dogecoin:
General Dogecoin Discussion (Memes inbound)
Dogecoin Beggers
Dogecoin Development

Smartcash:
General Smartcash Discussion
SmartCash official forums

All Currency:
Crypto Currency Discussion
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OUTRO
I love the idea of Crypto Currency and really hope that this quick start guide shows you all you need to
know to get started on this exciting journey. Help spread the work, pick a coin, get involved and keep it
alive.

That said, for legal reasons I guess I need to add here that I am not a financial advisor, enter at your
own risk, do your own research, and don’t invest more than you are happy to lose. Although everything
in this document is accurate to the best of my knowledge, I may be wrong about some things,
especially when it comes to wallets and mining, as I am fairly new to the details of those areas myself.
I have no affiliation with the stores linked here and so advise you to use them with caution.

In the interest of transparency I would also like to add that I do receive a small commission in
cryptocurrency when directing people to the faucets in this document, though I do whole heartedly
believe that the ones mentioned above are a huge leap better than any others I’ve found. Of course you
are welcome to search for your own faucets, the main hub is called ‘faucethub.io’ but personally I’ve
found that the hassle of countdowns, redirects, popups and security warnings to be far from worth it.

MOPPERS ANONYMOUS – EBOOK AND PAPERBACK
Leon just wants some fast cash.
Pizza delivery was meant to be a cruisy job, but a dead
customer and a remote controlled assassin soon soured
that gravy train. Between outback hideouts and
underground bunkers, Leon stumbles upon the shady side
of his boss’s business.

Turns out pizza’s not the only thing on the menu.
With the Police Company and the Feds pooling resources
against him, will this pizza driver deliver himself somewhere
far from anarchy’s reach, or take up arms with his
desperate, pizza lovin’ brothers?
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Now available at Amazon!

THANK YOU, AND ENJOY!
If you liked what you read and wanted to try out a transaction and donate a few of those litoshi, doge or
SmartCash, you can feel free to hit me up on the following addresses.
Dogecoin

Litecoin

SmartCash

DDBD4Vod5crcUeSnmLi1Q7wJ4f6mZa
YSmv

LdTfwaLrUg84NknaKbuEsekXKW3N3r
HhET

SjU3xnVfHDoR7Kk5NN9ngswWmFRAa
c6Hnp

You can follow me on Twitter for more updates on crypto news and all things science fiction.
twitter.com/jbestbooks
Best of luck with your Crypto journey!
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